
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I ___________________ him, didn't I?1. (past/entertain)had to entertain

____________________________________________ to put me through
another time like that!
2.

(what hearts/some people/must/wish/?)
What hearts must some people have to wish

I ________________ him see I knew him, nor yet that I was following him,
and the only way was to abandon the chase as openly as possible.
3.

(past/not/let)

hadn't to let

Once in a while I shoot off all the ca'tridges from one an' then I
_______________________.
4.

(not/reload)don't have to reload

However, I ________________ him for a good suggestion.5. (thank)have to thank

He ______________ a short burst of the jets.6. (past/risk)had to risk

The reader of Anglo-Saxon origin approaches this fiction with ease and
sympathy; he _____________________ any new point of view in order to
understand it, nor to unlearn any wonted standards of taste or morals.

7.

(not/acquire)

has not to acquire

They ______________, you see.8. (past/wait)had to wait

No one ______________ you to eat.9. (tell)has to tell

After tea the young people _______________ their lessons for the next
day.
10.

(past/learn)
had to learn

A mortal ____________________________ them.11.
(past/not/understand)

didn't have to understand

___________________________ here?12. (what/they/can/do/?)What can they have to do

I ____________________ something else.13. (shall/try)shall have to try

And this was what one _____________________.14. (past/put up with)had to put up with

This experience ___________________ in war.15. (past/passive/gain)had to be gained
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She ____________________ used to this now.16. (would/get)would have to get

He didn't seem to care at all what happened to them, so long as he
____________________ to jail.
17.

(past/not/go)didn't have to go

She ____________ spoon-fed.18. (past/be)had to be

She _______________________ a boarding-house any more; she is on
the retired list.
19.

(not/keep)
doesn't have to keep

The imagination ________________ far afield, to rehabilitate the river as
it appeared to the earliest voyagers.
20.

(not/go)
has not to go
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